CB CHECKPOINT:
EARLY STAGE

Preparing your key business documentation, policies and procedures.

CB Checkpoint Early- stage

PREPARING LEGAL
PROTECTION FOR YOUR
GROWING BUSINESS.
As a proud champion of entrepreneurial and ownermanaged businesses at every stage of their lifecycle,
Collyer Bristow understands that the early days of a
business can be overwhelming.
That’s why we have set up a fixed-price service that
puts together the key agreements, documents, and
policies your business needs in order to meet its legal
requirements and manage its risk. Getting this step
right is crucial to ensuring that your early-stage
business is adequately protected and has the best
possible chance of success.

how our service works
For an agreed fixed price (so you can be sure to avoid
any unwelcome surprises), Collyer Bristow's 'CB
Checkpoint’ team will put together the key
documentation, policies and procedures that your
business may need in order to get going, which may
relate to one or all of the following:
l

Corporate (your constitutional paperwork)

l

Commercial contracts (your agreements with key
suppliers and customers and your standard terms
and conditions)

l

Data protection and online presence (your
compliance with the latest privacy laws, including
the GDPR, plus what you will need to have on your
website)

l

Employment (your contracts with employees and
consultants)

What does the service cover?
We set out on the following pages the key areas that any
company should be thinking about.

Corporate
l

Have you made the requisite filings with Companies
House?

l

Are your articles of association fit for purpose?

l

Do your articles of association have all the necessary
provisions?

l

Do you need a shareholders’ agreement?

Contracts with suppliers/customers
l

Do you have standard terms and conditions that are
favourable to your business and that you can use
when contracting with key suppliers and customers?

l

If your business sells goods or services to
consumers, do you have appropriate terms and
conditions that comply with the latest consumer
legislation?
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Intellectual property protection
l

Do you own critical intellectual property that you have
commissioned consultants and agencies to create?

l

Is your brand sufficiently protected in the places
where you operate your business?

l

Do you have non-disclosure agreements in place to
protect any confidential information or trade secrets
that you might share with others?

Arrange your CB Checkpoint: Early
Stage consultation
To begin a ‘CB Checkpoint’ preparation of your
company’s documentation, please contact us for
an initial discussion, without obligation.

Data protection and online presence
l

Are you operating in compliance with data protection
laws, including whenever you engage in direct
marketing campaigns?

l

Do you require any data processing agreements with
other organisations you intend on sharing personal
data with?

l

Have your staff received training on compliance with
the GDPR?

l

If you plan to transfer any personal data outside the
UK or EU, do you have appropriate safeguards in
place?

l

Does your website have compliant privacy and
cookie notices, and appropriate terms of use?

Employment
l

Do you have appropriate template employment
contracts and consultancy agreements in place with
your staff?

l

Have you got a suite of policies for the workplace?

l

Have you protected your business in your staff
contracts (for example, by inserting provisions to
prevent employees from moving to your main
competitor or taking away valuable trade secrets)?

The ‘CB Checkpoint: Early- stage’ service prepares
your documentation in detail to ensure these
points, and many others, are addressed.
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Ragavan is a Senior Associate in our Corporate &
commercial team with over a decade’s experience of
Company Law matters. He trained at Farrer & Co, and has
been with Collyer Bristow since 2007.
He acts for private and public companies, banks, individual
directors and shareholders, entrepreneurs, venture
capitalists, and insolvency practices. He advises on a variety
of matters including mergers and acquisitions, private
equity, insolvency turnaround and shareholders’
agreements and disputes.
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